Stereology of the Peripheral Nervous System.
Qualitative histopathology has been the gold standard for evaluation of morphological tissue changes in all organ systems, including the peripheral nervous system. However, the human eye is not sensitive enough to detect small changes in quantity or size. Peripheral nervous system toxicity can manifest as subtle changes in neuron size, neuron number, axon size, number of myelinated or unmyelinated axons, or number of nerve fibers. Detection of these changes may be beyond the sensitivity of the human eye alone, necessitating quantitative approaches in some cases. Although 2-dimensional (2D) histomorphometry can provide additional information and is more sensitive than qualitative evaluation alone, the results are not always representative of the entire tissue and assumptions about the tissue can lead to bias, or inaccuracies, in the data. Design-based stereology provides 3D estimates of number, volume, surface area, or length, and stereological principles can be applied to peripheral nervous system tissues to obtain accurate and precise estimates, such as neuron number and size, axon number, and total intraepidermal nerve fiber length. This review describes practical stereological approaches to 3 compartments of the peripheral nervous system: ganglia, peripheral nerves, and intraepidermal nerve fibers.